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PREFACE
I wish to express my greatful appreciation to Mr. W,
Duncan Russell, G-eneral Director of the Community Recreation
Service, Inc., of Boston, for his patient and guiding super-
vision, because of which this community study became an in-
tegrated, analytical experience fot? the writer.
It would have been impossible to have initiated this
project without the friendly cooperation of the people of
G-ermantown. My sincere thanks to the people in the commun-
ity who gave so generously of their time and were willing to
share their ideas..
For the indomitable zeal and ready assistance of Mr.
Philip C. Burr of G-ermantown who made possible the opportun-
ity for the doing of this community study, I make apprecia-
tive acknowledgement.
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INTRODUCTION
With every oontlnent darkened to-day by the effects
of unprecedented warring of men's machines upon mankind,
there is awakening on every hand a concern for the kind
of world order which is fast taking shape. Because of
the repercussions of increasing militarization, uniformity,
tyranny, persecution, and violence, people are becoming con
scious of the need for taking account of values and of the
the necessity for purposeful a ation in working out human
destiny by realistic knowledge and planning.
There is no one geographic spot or racial group which
can be fortified as our strategic line of defense in this
neurotic, cataclysmic world eruption which is displacing
and ordering our values momentarilly . Maintenance and re-
storation of order and security, it seems to the writer,
must first take form with the individual and in his commun-
ity relationships before it can be successfully extended
into larger associative groups. The area of community re-
lationships is the subject with which this thesis deals.
Those people in our nation who are re-examining the
concepts and machinery of the democratic process to dis-
cover how we can work our political and social philosophy
more effectively, know that the place at which to commence

is with the community;"'" for, this is the first unit of nat-
ional organization, and a segment of international life.
There are two basic concepts upon which this thesis is
developed; first, that democracy depends upon the future
pattern of coraiiiunity life; second, that the existence of
a sense of community is a basic need of man.^ The function
and scope of this concept of community as a very real force
in working for the universal community may be perceived in
MacMurray • s Creative Society in which the author states:
*The impulses to community on a basis of common humanity are
the natural positive motives of human action. "5
The development of the purpose of this thesis is based
on several disturbing discoveries. First, in many communi-
ties there are vast numbers of people with tremendous latent
abilities, interests, and training; these abilities need to
be liberated for the growth of the individual and the bene-
fit of the community. Further, on the part of many people
there is a passive quiescence which is a likely prelude to
easy dictatorship. Third, complementary to the first, too
much of daily living in many of our communities appears to
1 Consult the writings of:
Mrs. Raymond Sayre, President of the American Country
Life Association; Eduard C. Lindeman, of the New
York School of Social Work; Harry A. Overstreet,
President of the American Association of Adult Educa-
tion.
2 Joseph K. Hart, Community Organization (New
York: The MacMillan Company, 192077 p. 10.
3 John MacMurray, Creative Society (New York:
Eddy and Page, 1936), p. 109. Of. also Chapter I II, IX.

be spent In rivalry and pettiness; this energy, which needs
rechanneling, awaits convertins and leading into creative
and purposeful action. Fourth, the importance of a sense
of community which seems to have prevailed in early America
appears to have becomed weakened in many sections of our
population.
To explore these foregoing ideas, a study was under-
taken in a specific community. The purposes of this were;
to discover the patterns of community life --for in these
are disclosed the degree to which citizens have developed
concern for their own social, cultural, and spiritual wel-
fare; and secondly, to set in motion the beginnings for a
community action group, by whatever procedures and along
whatever lines were found to be pertinent to the particular
community. This piece of work formed the content of the
student's second year placement of field work in Community
Organization which was performed under the supervision of
Community Recreation Service, Inc. of Boston.
The immediate purposes of this study were:
1. To locate and sense the abilities and interests of
people in the community.
2. To test the potentialities for community action
through the carrying on of a specific project.
3. To plan for the coordination and utilization of
the efforts of all existing clubs and organiza-
tions in the social structure of the community.
4. To arouse people within the community to the pos-
sibilities inherent in community action through

participation and planning.
5. To sow the seeds for the budding of a sense of
community.
This study could only hope to arrive at certain prelimi-
nary findings because of the limitation of four months, neces-
sitated by the full-time field work placement which covered
that period. Neve r-the-less , these findings might well be
of such a nature as to contribute to the cut?rent thinking 'a
which is surveying the possibilities inherent in a community's
planning for its own needs in order to realize the highest
possible values of group life.
The field of study selected was a small section of West
Roxbury, known as 3-ermantown, which lies at the extreme south-
western boundary line of Metropolitan Boston and adjacent to
East Dedham and Dedham. 3-ermantown is a distinct neighbor-
hood in its feeling and in its geographic relationship with
the rest of West Roxbury. The boundaries of this community
within a community, although rather indistinct on the West
and North-west, are: Hyde Park and Dedham on the East and
South, respectively; the New York, New Haven, and Hartford
Railroad on the West; North Avenue and the interestion of
3-rove and Centre Streets on the North-west; and Highview
Avenue on the North.
^
This study was carried on through consultation with the
key leader in the community. The first phase of the program.
^ Consult map on page 18
,

makins the acquaintanceship of the residents and becoming fa-
miliar with their attitudes and STj^gestions , was carried on
through over sixty home visits. The chief instrumentality-
through which study and efforts were focused was the Community
Planning Council, which was organized early in the project.
Throughout this period thirty- five meetings were held in con-
nection with the Council and its sub- committees . Much of the
descriptive and statistical material, gathered from talking
with residents, from reading historical material and organi-
zational records, was compiled following the four months of
actual work in the community.
I
Chapter I
HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL BACK3-R0UWD
OF THE C0I4MUNITY
This fact-findins survey, in furtherance of the broader
purposes stated previously, concerned itself with the follow-
ing:
1. G-aining a comprehensive knowledge of the community,
emphasizing its history, topography, racial composi-
tion, economic status, social groups, activities, and
recreational facilities.
2. Ascertaining the people's attitudes and sense of
needs with regard to their community life through;
a. observing their activities
b. conversation with them
c. distribution of an activities study question-
naire.
In order to make any speculations for the future, it is
necessary to understand that any actions which may take place
have been evolved out of the backgrounds: patterns of the past.
Furthermore, the findings of sociologists indicate that social
organization takes on a definite pattern in a neighborhood.
Therefore, a comprehensive knowledge of the origin and develop-
ment of the community, the background of the groups within it,
and the peoples' habitual patterns of action are essential to
any full understanding, any analysis, or any planning. It
is also of importance to know how the people themselves feel
about their community life. To gain the full import of the
community processes it is essential to individualize both
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attitudes and expressions of needs.
At the outset it should be noted that this social work
study was a process in action rather than an exhaustive study
of a community. Maclver considers "the aim of sociology (to
be) the understanding of society;"^ it is here pointed out
that the aim of social work is the application of such deri-
ved understanding, by specific methods, for the active help-
ing; of individuals in society. The fpcus of community organi-
zation is on the inter-relationships of groups within the
community.
1. The History of the Locality
We shall leave the history of Indian inhabitation of this
territory, known to us to-day as G-ermantown, for the efforts
of another v^riter, and commence with the settling by early
arrivals from England. "The name (Roxbury) according to Wood,
who visited this country in 1633, was derived from the rugged-
ness of the soil.* This territory, which was at first com-
mon land, became a town in 1630;^ the first settlers being a
5 R.M. Maclver, Society . Its Structure and Changes
(New York: Ray Long and Richard R. Smith, Inc. ,1932)
,
preface, p. ix.
6 Jesse Frederick Steiner, Community Oraianizatlon
,
A Study of Its Theory and Current Practices, (New York
and London: The Century Co., 1925), p. 323.
7 H.A. S. Dearborn, "An Address, delivered on the VIII
of Oct. MDCCCXXX, The Second Centennial Anniversary of
the Settlement of Roxbury." p. 21.
8 Charles A. Flag, A G-uide To Mass . Local History ,
Including Norfolk County and Roxbury, (Boston: The Salem
Press, 1907), p. 175.
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group
Among
of the 1500 who had disembarked with 3-ovemor Winthrop.
the early famous men who guided Roxbury's development
were Pinkham and John Eliot, known as "the Apostle to the
Indians." It is interesting to note specifically that por-
tion of Mr. Dearborn's address given at the city's second
centennial in I83O, in which he says: "While the nations of
Europe were either individually convulsed by sanguinary con-
tentions as to rights of succession, and the pretended rights
and powers of princes, or were waging wars for conquest or
revenge, these far distant colonists were more honorably en-
gaged in subduing the earth, erecting the sanctuary of intel-
lectual freedom, and proclaiming the rights of man.*^
Turning from the colorful early history of Roxbury, of
which much as been written elsewhere, let us note the politi-
cal sub-divisions which took place as time went along. In
1711 a second parish was set off, known as West Roxbury.
Then spanning the years to 1846, it is then noted that the
West Roxbury section is known as ward eight; jrhis is in the
same year that all this area which is Roxbury, still, became
a city.-'-'^ On ^!ay 24, 1851, West Roxbury was set off and in-
corporated as a city."'"'^ This territory—West Roxbury-- with
the addition of a small portion of land on the south western
9 Dearborn, op. cit . . p. 29.
10 Justin Winsor, The Memorial History of Boston,
I63O-I88O
.
Francis Cx. Drake, "Roxbury in the Last 100
Years." (Boston: Ticknor and Co., 1880), p. 578.
11 Ibid
, p. 571.

tip which was annexed from Dedhara in 1835 remains Identical
in area to-day, althoash it is now a part of the city of
Boston. Twenty-three years after its incorporation. West
Roxbury became annexed to Boston, bringing 8,000 acres of
12
land and 9,000 people, an increase of 5700 people since
13
1851.
It is Just between this period of incorporation and anne^
ation that our knowledge of the specific district under study
begins. For there in the year i860, the Harmonia Singing
Club was founded by the gr?^at-grandfathers and grandfathers ofj
the present members of the West Roxbury Liedercranz, as the
Club is to-day Ijiown. For its first club house, the members
obtained an abandoned civil war barrack at Readville; this
was split and half of it was moved to 3-ermantown where it
was set up on Rockland Street. The membership appears to
have come from East Dedham and the old 3-ermantown section
14
of the present community.
When one of the old settlers came to the G-ermantovm
'section in 1873, there were about thirty-five families then
living there, all but five of whom were G-erman: of these
12 City Planning Board of Boston, "History of
Street System, 1930.*
13 "Report of the Committee on Location of the
Town Hall, West Roxbury,* State House Library.
14 August Breitenbach, "Eightieth Anniversary,
1860-1940, West Roxbury Liedercranz."

three were Negro and two were Irish. Many of these people
were weavers and textile workers from Saxony, and some were
15
musical engravers. Another elderly G-erman resident recalls
many people who came from Austria and Alsace-Lorraine.
It is also recalled that many of the early residents,
German immigrants, were brought on from New York by represen-
1 ft
tatives of the East Dedham woolen mills. In the early
days, the Merchant's Woolen Mill with its three factories
there in East Cedham employed most of the workers who lived
in '3-ermantown. The people worked 11 1/2 hours a day, from
6:30-7:00, a 77 hour week. Children, commencing work at the
age of 11 and 12, received seven and eight cents an hour, it
is recalled.-^'''
The early settlers, as has been seen, were of G-erman
stock, who settled here because there was an opportunity to
earn their livelihood. Next came a few Irish people. With-
in the last twenty-five years there has been a great influx
of Syrian people, many of whom moved out from the crowded
sections of the Hudson Street area in town, attracted by the
inexpensive tv/o-family structures which an enterprisir-g real
estate company constructed in one particular section.
15 Conversation with an old resident of the com-
munity.
16 Ibid
17 Ibid
18 Ibid
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2. G-ermantown-- a. distinct community
We have called G-ermantown a community, because its in-
habitants speak of it as such. Although it is but one small
district in the West Roxbury section of G-reater Boston, it
has distinctive characteristics:
1. As has been noted in the delineation of its boundar-
ies, above, it is a contiguous area, and almost en-
tirely set apart from the rest of West Roxbury. See
figure I on page 18. The natural separation of the
area must be accounted for in terms of the vast de-
posit of pudding stone which runs along the edge of
the community.
**The 'pudding stone' is a remarkable conglomerate
found very abundantly in the towns mentioned (Dor-
chester Heights, Milton, Roxbury Hills), all of
which are in the neighborhood of Boston,** states
Oliver Wendell Holmes in his famous poem, "The Dor-
chester G-iant. M 19
2. It has a distinct recognized name, G-ermantown, in-
dicative of area self- consciousness.
3. There is one particular leader and spokesman for
the G-ermantown section.
4. There is a defintts feeling of difference between
themselves and "the people over in West Roxbury,**
as they commonly express themselves.
5. In the words of one man, Germantown feels itself to
be "a part of Boston, yet apart from Boston." This
is particularly felt with regard to the neglect of
this precinct's public works, and in response to the
failure of some politicians to include Germantown
district in their whirl-wind political campaigns.
6. This area having been inhabited by almost one racial
group has undoubtedly developed a feeling of racial
separation; this perhaps has been altered only to
19 Oliver Wendell Holmes, The Poetical Works of,
"The Dorchester G-iant," (Boston and New York: Houghton,
Mifflin and Co., MDGGGXCIX), Vol.1, pp. 19-21.
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the degree that additional races having come in have
continued the pattern of racial separation socially.
7. In the same vein as the above is the existence of
t?he two 3-erman clubs around which social and cultural
life of the community flourished until the days of
prohibition.
8. Politically, this area is co-terminus with precinct
15 in ward 20. Note figure I on the following page.
9. The stores clustered at the intersection of G-tove
and Washington Streets appear to serve the daily
needs of a portion of the community; but the larger
shopping centers of nearby Dedham, Roslindale, West
Roxbufcy proper, as well as Boston, get a goodly
share.
In view of these nine items and for the purpose of this
study, 3-ermantown will be referred to as a Community, althoxigh
recognition is here made of the accepted definitions of this
term by recognized writers in the field of Community Organiza-
tion. Detailed definitions will be found in the appendices.
Over and beyond these nine cohesive factors, there are
three other existing elements which should be mentioned:
1. There are two Protestant churches in the area which
serve a small section of the community. A goodly
proportion of the church-going populace of Jerman-
town is affiliated elsewhere.
2. The school districts under which the children in
G-ermantown are accommodated are much wider than
the precinct boundaries. The intermediate grades
are received in the Robert G-ould Shaw district,
which covers a large portion of West Roxbury; the
Beethoven district, grades I-VI, covers a territory
twice the size of G-ermantown. With the exception
of the Beethoven school, all these buildings are
located beyond the confines of the community. Con-
sult Figure I, following.
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FIGURE I
WARD 20 of BOSTON
Legend
:
» Boundary of a-ermantown
"
" Precinct 15

X

1^9
3* With regard to the social life of the people, cit-
ing the slight returns of the Activities Question-
naire, 20 it is evident that the peoples' leisure
time pursuits extend into many sections of Boston.
3« Description of the Gommxmity
Were one to drive throagh the length of G-ermantown to-day,
even as General Washington did on his historic trip in 1789, he
would traverse Washington Street from Roslindale to the Dedham
li
line. Running perpendicularly to the boulevard, he would see
many short streets making off on both sides of the main artery.
Two very noticeable factors would stand out even in a cursory
survey: the large area in the center of the community which
is given over to a burying ground; of the nearly a dozen sec-
tions here, most of them belong to the Jewish people, and at
least one to the Roman Catholics; the second noticeable feat-
ure is the existence and extent of the pudding stone deposit
which not only separates this section, but further , makes con-
struction of homes impossible in certain areas.
If one were to examine the community more circumspectly,
he would discover four distinct sections. The oldest, border-
ing on East Dedham, might well be referred to as old G-erman-
town, for here the earliest houses were built and the remainder
I
I
of the G-erman stock continues to live, for the most past. Dir-
ectly across Washington Street from here is a ledgy, hilly area
known as The G-rove, which was opened up by sharp speculators in
20 Regarding the questionnaire, see page 40.

1913. This undeveloped area was divided into many small
lots. Inducement for purchase of these was the gift of a
tent. Many people came out in the Spring, occupied their
tent for the summer, and by Fall had constructed a small home.
The narrow and uneven roads maze throiigh the G-rove without
plan or pattern; open cess-pools are in evidence.
West of the O-rove across Centre Stree lies the third
section, commonly referred to as "over Centre Street way.*
The people here are really on the fringes of the 3-ermantown
area, so that some would not consider themselves a part of
the community, and others feel a kinship yet do not like the
name by which this section is known, so keep aloof.
The fourth area or neighborhood extends along both sides
of Washington Street from the Roslindale line at Highview
Avenue to CJirove Street. By and large this has been settled
by enterprising Syrian people. This area is spoken of as
"The Heights.
4. Business within G-ermantown
By reference to the Social Base Map on 'page 22, a clear
idea may be gained of the location of the stores in G-ermantown
of
as well as the churches, clubd, school, and recreational area.
The numbers on the following page correspond with those on
the map and are used to give full enumeration to the exact
nature of the business or facility.

1. Lunch Room
2. Carpet Cleaning Company
3. 3-as Station.
4. " "
5. Taxi Stand
6. Shoe Repair Shop
7. G-rocery Market
8. Hard Liquor Restaurant
9. Beauty shop, Barber Shop
10 . Spa
11. Dry O-oods Store
12. Hardware and Supply Company
13. vacant (Tailor shop removed to 3^)
14. Meat Market
15. vacant (Tavern moved from district)
16. Barber shop
17. Alcoholic Package Store
18. 3-as Station
19. " "
20. Women's Clothing Mfg. Company
21. Jeweler's Mfg. Company
22. Cras Station
23 . 3-arage
24. Hard Liquor Restaurant
25. G-rocery Market* » now moved to 7 J vacant
26. Dentist office
27. Drug Store
28. Delicatessan and lunch room
29. Hard Liquor Restaurant
30. Chain G-rocery SJjore
31. vacant office
32. Barber Shop
33. Tailor, Cleanser
34. Variety store
These stores which are near at hand to all the community
appear sufficient in kinds and numbers to care for the daily
needs of the residents. Not all the employees in these shops
live within the exact geographical confines of G-ermantown.
Generally speaking, the communities' wage earners obtain thfeir
livelihood in and around Boston.
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FIG-URE II
SOCIAL BASE MAP OF G-ERMANTOWN
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At the present time, the liquor dispensing iinlts in the
community are operating under the following licenses:
(2) all alcoholic club liquor licenses
(3) 7 day hard liquor restaurants
(1) alcoholic package store
At the time this survey was made there were seven liquor dis-
pensing units in the center of G-ermantown, (one Tavern having
since moved outside); these in addition to several others
which are just beyond the sections' boundaries. In line with
the Liquor Licensing Board's policy of transferring licenses,
it is entirely possible that another Tavern might replace the
previous one; for that additional reason, then, the number of
seven liquor units will still be used in making a statement of
comparisons.
pi
Including all six catagories of liquor licenses, there
is one liquor dispensing unit for every 366 people in G-erman-
22town. As a point of contrast, there is one liquor dispen-
sing unit for every 492 people in the city of Boston. These
figures are both relative, inasmuch as the gross population in-
cluding children was used.
21 Consult the Annual Report of the Licensing Board
for the City of Boston
22 This figure was based on the seven units in Ger-
mantown, already specified, and the estimated population
of this area, given on page 24.
23 This figure was derived from the number of licens-
es, 1565, granted by the City Licensing Board, as of May
19, 1941. and the U.S. Census of Boston, 770,816, as of
April 1941.
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5» Population
TABLE I The Distribution of the Population ^
According to the State Census, 1935.
By a^e p;roup3 and sections (in years)
Total
0
1
1
7 16
17
21
22
40
41
55
56
65
65
up
M F Fam Total
'
0 39 58 33 152 78 42 15 203 215 98 418
2 78 89 44 150 102 57 22 292 251 130 545
1
|5 42 80 28 163 70 35 23 216 210
1
104 426'jc !
150"^
1 78 87 39 168. 75 45 24 255 261 109 516
225
U
1
237
314
144
633
365
179
84
966
937 2280 i
i
This section is a growing one; the increase in building
permits issued in 1935 in contrast to 1940, alone bears this
out.^'^ For this yeason, the above figures from the 1935
State Census, which were the latest figures obtainable for
this small part of a census tract, must be considered only-
relative in 1941. In referring to the population of aer-
mantown in 194l, the writer has taken 2500 as a likely round
number.
24 The People of Boston
.
Vol. I "Distribution"
(The City Planning Board, 1939), material on p. 173-175.
25 Figure obtained by approximating portion of blocls
26 " m u .1 paj,^ 269-0
27 Department of Building Permits, Records 1935,
1940.

•25
1
Of these upwards of 2500 people, one sector Is of 3-ennan
stock, although their numbers are on the decrease. Then it
has been noted that there is an increasing infilteration of
Syrian people; the children of these people are American-
bom. A third prominent group is the Swedish stock; most
i
of these people live on the further end of the G-rove and in
the Centre Street section. In addition to these distinct
groups, there is a sprinkling of old stock Yankees, Canadian,
Danish, English, Irish, Italian, and Scotch people.
Although there is no information compiled on the degree
of permanency of the population, the people and the leaders
of the community consider the population to be a rapidly
shifting one.
The fields of occupation of the people in G-ermantown
present an array of essential services. A page selected at
random from the precinct list could well be considered typi-
28
cal of the occupations:
knitter clerk housewife
housewife housewife housewife
agent secretary stenographer
housewife chauffeur carpenter
folder foreman metalworker
housewife machinist manager
shipper housewife housewife
patternmaker housewife diemaker
plumber letter carrier housewife
housewife retired stenographer
superintendant manager housewife
28 Ward 20, Precinct 15, City of Boston, List of
Residents 20 years of age and over, as of Jan.l, 1940,
p. 22.

There are no statistics available on the earnings of the
people in this small district. Of the two small industries
within the community, the employees live in Dedham and nearby
West Roxbury.
The following table, portraying the number of people in
the community receiving public financial assistance, is indica-
tive of the fact that this particular area has a high degree
of self-sufficiency— this is called a light case load by the
Welfare Department.
TABLE II
The number of cases on Public Relief
in G-erraantown 09
by categories, for May 194l.
OAA ADC DA
29 4 12
In order to gain an approximation of one economic status
of the families in the community, assessment valuations of
all buildings excluding those used for commercial or other
30purposes than homes was obtained. This material presented
in Figure III on page 27 is figured by the median assessment
for each block. This material is most relevant in pointing
out the economic differences among the four sections of the
community.
29 Estimate from the workers' combined case load at
the City of Boston Departraefit of Public Welfare.
30 Assessor's Records of the City of Boston for 1938
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CHAPTER II
ACTIVITIES ArD FACILITIES OF THE COMMUNITY
1. The Social Clubs
Long synonymous with 3-ermantown have been the two Q-erman
Clubs, West Roxbury Liedercranz and Fidelia Musical and Educa-
tional Corporation. Liedercranz, formerly the tiarmonia Sing-
ing Club, began for the purpose of the cultivation of 3-erman
singing. As the years went on larger facilities were added
bringing additional activity: dramatics and physical culture
were among these. Sunday afternoon concerts at which entire
families turned out were an important part of their activities
"The club continued to prosper until the effects of the World
War and the advent of the Prohibition era left their marks as
they did on all other business, fraternal, and social organi-
zations,*
The controlling policies of this club are in the hands
of sixty members, all of whom must be of 3-erman descent. Then
there are 240 social members who are entitled to all the club
privileges except the power of the vote. The eightieth an-
niversary booklet salutes 32 honorary members who have held
membership for over 25 years.
31 Breitenbach. op. cit .
32 Ibid

The present two-story structure, which was erected in
1890, and received alterations in 1917 and in 1937, has a
basement with bowling alleys and a bar, and a main floor con-
taining a large high ceilinged hall and stage, a kitchen, and
a social room. The building is open from 7:00 P.M. to 1:00
A.M. every day; Saturday afternoons, and all day Sunday.
The club is used primarilly as a social gathering place
by its members. The bowling alleys are used by outsiders
even as various groups use the building for meetings. There
is the Dedham Hunting and Fishing Club, The G-erman Relief As-
sociation--organized in 1886--, and the Ladies' Bowling Lea-
gue. Free dances are held every Saturday night, free wrest-
ling bouts on the second and fourth Wednesday of each month.
'
The old G-erman members are fast disappearing and the youn-
ger people are not entering into the program of the club.
Because of a dissatisfaction among certain members of
Liedercranz, a gfcoup of the men broke away and on October 22,
1877 began a new club in Sander's Hall on V/ashington Street.
It was not until December 22, 1884 that this group incorporat-
ed under the name of The Fidelia Corporation for the purpose
of "Musical and educational advancement of its members," ac-
cording to the certification of incorporation. As of Lieder-
cranz, this club was a social center for conviviality, season-
al parties, dramatics, and fine singing. C-reat concerts were
held here with the appearance of the Champion Fidelia Male

chorus and such groups as the Philharmonic Society of Boston.
Up to prohibition the club flourished with 175 active mtembers
and 350 social members. However after four years the numbers
were reduced to 50 active and 65 or 75 social members. O-er-
mans couldn't sing without their beer; family gatherings were
made impossible under the prohibitory restrictions to minors;
and the increase in liquor licenses and fees added to the ovei?-
head costs.
In the Fall of 1938 when the club was on the verge of
losing its property, a new group took over the direction of
the financial affairs. The policies are now in the hands of
a Board of Managers. The ownership is spread throughout the
membership. Many of these have a double interest in the club
for they also belong to the Fidelia Investors Association,
which was formed in April of 19^1, for the purpose of subscrib-
ing for the amount of the mortgage. In this investors' assoc-
iation there are ten women. There are now 1100 social members
in the club, about 200 of whom live in G-ermantown. Any man
can become a member and obtain a key with the approval of the
management and the payment of one dollar a year. Of the fifty
five active members, so-called, about two-thirds are of G-erman
!j
descent. Women do not belong to the club Itself, but they do
^
come to its activities.
Certain attractions are featured for the purpose of making
money: free wrestling, free dances twice a week, and penny
1I
(
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sales. As one of the members stated--" Anythins that brings
business goes." There are only about a dozen old timers who
have continued since the advent of this modern regime; these
men enjoy their beers and a game of pinochle in a quiet cor-
ner of an evening.
The Fidelia club house was burned in 19C1 and again in
1937, so that the present building is a recent structure. It
has several rooms and a bar in the basement; on the first
floor there is housed a table-game room, a bar, and a hall
with a sta^^e; the third floor has a large meeting room; at
the present time bowling alleys, costing |5,000. are being
constructed in a previously \infinished section.
In the addition to these many features of the club, there
are many distinct groups which meet regularly there; all of
the individuals of which are social members of the club. The-
se include:
1. The Parkway Radio Association with 30 members.
2. The Parkway 44, a political club with 100 members
from all over Ward 20.
3. The G-reater Boston Hunting and Fishing Club with
90 members.
4. The Blue Point Riders--20 motor cyclists.
5. 3-ermantown Tigers, an athletic club of 20 members.
6. Bay State Raging Association, midget racers.
7. Fidelia Lodge of Sons of Herman, a Fraternal and Sick
Benefit with 50 members.
8. Julianna Lodge of Sons of Herman with 60 members.
9. a-erraantown Brotherhood, Death Benefit with 226 mem-
bers.
These two G-erman Clubs are here described at length for
they are very real factors in the life of the community, not
{
only in terms of their programs and the divided attitudes of
! people of the community toward them, but also because they
1; offer the chief facilities for any kind of community meetings.
The sole women's organization is the Newell Women's Club,
i' which was organized on March 28, 1927, by the Mary Draper
jl
Chapter of the D.A.R.
,
as the Unity Women's Club of West Rox-
jl
bury. With the influx of fine Syrian women into the commun-
I ity, the D.A.R. in West Roxbury had sensed the need for start-
ing an Americanization group here--thus the club had its in-
ception. However, the prograqj soon took a different turn
and the Syrian membership drifted out of the club.
I
The year book of the Club states its object thus: "This
Ij club is for the purpose of education and encouraging in women
united thought and action for service in the community." The
I
The group counts the under side of 20-25 among its present
I
membership. Bi-monthly meetings are held in the kindergar-
ten room of the Beethoven School. Their program consists of
socials, money-raising affairs, and educational meetings.
The club's particular service has taken the form of preparing
;
Christmas bags for hospitalized veterans. The Newell Women's
i| Club is a part of the City Federation and is a member club in
r
the State and National Federation of Women's Clubs. Member-
I
ship appears to be a big problem to the club this year. Al-
. though the women sent invitations to many women in the'^com-
: munity early in the season, there was little evident response.

2. The Churches
Within the exact confines of the community are two chur-
ches. These only partially serve the community: Catholics
hold membership in Dedham and West Roxbury churches; most of
the Swedish people have membership in the Forest Hills Swedish
Congregational Church; the Syrians go to their own church in
South Boston; and Congregational! sts
,
Episcopalians, and ot-
hers attend services in Dedham and V/est Roxbury.
The older church, St. Luke's Lutheran on Rockland Street
near the East Dedham line, had its inception in the homes of
the G-erman people in that vicinity around the last part of
the nineteenth century. In 1892, this group organized as a
church, affiliating with the Lutheran church in East Boston
whose pastor served both parishes. At that time the present
church building which had been used as a Sunday School by the
Allen Con'je'gational church in Dedham was purchased. An addit-
ion was made to this in 1917. During its 49 years of service
St. Luke's has had only two pastors.
The church has 300 Baptised members, of which 200 are
communicant members. About 80^ of the membership is of G-er-
man extraction. Each Sunday two services are held: one in
G-erman and one in English. Only about 10^ of the 100 church
families live in G-ermantown; most of them come from Dedham
and other parts of West Roxbury. Of the church organizations
there is a Ladies' Aid with 50 members, a Senior Young People's'
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group of 25, a Junior Young People's group of 20, a Sunday
School of 90 children, and a newly organized men's club. The
church membership is a steadily growing one. Whereas at one
time its congpegation came from the surrounding neighborhood,
to-day G-ermantown commixnlty takes little part in the life of
this church.
The present Washington Boulevard Methodist Church had its
beginning as the G-rove Chapel in 1914. The minister in the
Daniel Dorchester Methodist Church in West Roxbury had become
very much concerned and wanted to do something for the G-erman-
town community. Out of this interest there was started the
Chapel. For a number of years financial assistance was re-
ceived from the denomenational home mission board.
The Methodist church of to-day is a small wooden building,
constructed by the men in the community in 1916, which houses
an auditorium and a basement room. It is served by a retired
missionary pastor who is shared with the Readville church.
In the 'Germantown congregation there are 220 members, with
about 160 active. The Sunday School contains 110 children.
Of the church organizations there is the Ladies' Aid of about
16 members, most of whom are older women; an Epworth League
of the same size, and an inactive Men's club. This latter
group, founded in 1922, has been at least four times reorgani-
zed during the intervening years. This church has two chief
problems: obtaining finances and finding leaders to help.

3. The School
Beethoven School, a modem brick buildins containing only
classrooms, was obtained through the efforts of one of the loc-
al betterment organizations. The wooden building previously
used has recently been acquired by an Amet^can Legion group
for a club-house, although the community has long echoed with
talk on the advisibility of having the old building for a much
needed community center. The present school building is used
exclusively during school hours, with two exceptions. The
Newell Women's Club has the privilege of one night a month
without pay and another hight at the rate of |4.50 for the use
of one room. The G-irl Scouts hold their v/eekly meeting dur-
ing school months in the building. The sub-master and all
but one teacher live outside the community.
4. Recreational Area
The Mary Draper playground was the realization of over
twenty- five years of effort on the part of many people in the
community, and of one organization in particular. On this
251, 074 feet of land there are tennis courts, a football area,
and a |25,000. brick locker room--a more recent addition by
I
the Park Department. In order to stop local bickering over
the choice of a family name for the playground, a bit of un-
known history was turned over, and the present historically
significant name was preferred.
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5. Civic Organizations
Since the early days of the community there has continu-
ously been some form of a community betterment organization
I
in 3-ermantown. First there was the G-ermantown Improvement
I
Association. From the secretary's reports of that organiza-
ij
tion, dated 1902, it is perceived that the organization was
i| concerned with obtaining street improvements, better sewerage,
] an engine house, better elevated service; motions were pas-
j
sed "that Muddy Pond be stocked with bass;" "That the Colony
!!
i| Electric R.R. put an officer on the cars in the evening to
'i
j
stop rowdyism." In addition to conducting business on such
1 matters, the organization bad at its meetings candidates for
i coming elections.
As time went on the organization became known as Just
the G-ermantown Citizens Association. To a few of the members
I
Ij
it seemed that the Association was becoming over-concerned
with the City Hall and political aspirations; thereupon some
of these members broke away and founded the G-ermantown Civic
Association, which exists to-day on paper only.
When the Grove section was opened up in 1913, the 'ATest
I
Roxbury Highland Improvement Association formed to take care
of the tremendous public welfare problems; in 1921 this
group became a part of the Civic Association.
In line with the efforts put forth by the City Planning
Board of Boston, a G-ermantown Joint Planning Committee was
organized in 1936; in a certain sense this new group super-
I
ceded its forerunners. At the present time, this Committee,
although not functioning, is ready at any occasion to spring
into action.
I
CHAPTER III
THE GOMI^ITY PLANNINa COUNCIL
At this point, attention is now turned to a discussion of
the mechanism through which actual operation was begun in the
community-- the establishing of a local planning council.
The writer, who was put in contact with an active leader
in the commimity, through whom direction and advise was obtain-
ed, worked as an agent of the community for four months. The
first course of action was acquaintanceship with the people;
initial contact was made through calls at the homes. When a
sufficient introductory knowledge of current expressions of
community needs had been obtained, a meeting of a dozen inter-
ested people was held to discuss the feasibility of using the
writer's services. Following this, the Community Planning
Council of G-ermantown was organized with an initial executive
committee of seven members. These people, meeting regularly,
guided the steps to be taken. For the remaining three months
a small office space was hired to facilitaLe the work.
The first project decided upon was to re-establish the
Boy Scout Troop. For some time the young boys had been seek-
ing to have a troop, but no one had respcded to their request
With assistance from Scout headquarters, investigation was
made of the number of boys interested. Seven men were brought
(
together who accepted the responsibility . of Scout committee-
men. With them exploration was made into the problems faced
by former troops and the reasons which led to the lapse of the
last organization.
With knowledge of the problem before them, the committee
was then in a position to build a much firmer structure than
had appeared to have existed heretofore. A leader from the
community volunteered to become Scout Master. After grave
deliberation over the facilities in the community for a troop
meeting place, the use of a canoe club over in the Dedham sec-
tion was preferred and accepted. During the entire portion
of the four months' period which remained, the committee-men
continued in their allocated responsibilities.
Discovery was made that the High School girls in the com-
munity had no place to go for group or social activities. An
attempt was made to meet this expressed need, through the or-
ganization of a Senior G-irls' Club. Simultaneously efforts
were directed toward obtaining leadership from an outside or-
ganized group, the Y.W.C.A. , and provoking concern and respon-
sibility for the girls' extra-curricular needs on the part of
women in the community. Neither of these efforts were reali-
zed; the club for Senior girls which was continued long eno-
ugh to be identified with the name Penguins was aot developed,
finally, because no community assumption or responsibility
was made manifest.

A G-irl Scout troop, which had been established sixteen
years before by the present captain, was laboring under the
difficulty of Insufficient assistance from senior leaders
and no community backing. Effort was set in motion to bring
together a group of women who would become interested in the
troop. Only the initial stages of this plan hdd been started
by the end of the project. The continuing developments re-
mained for the Scout Captain to carry forward following the
second meeting with the mothers.
A fourth area into which the council directed attention
was in the provision of an athletic program for the young
boys and men of G-ermantown. A sub-committee with an enthus-
iastic chairman was set up to see what might be done; out
of this there developed two athletic groups: a Senior club,
and a Junior Hockey team. Later these groups merged for a
weekly gymnasium program. At the end of the four months'
period of study, this program was nearly at a standstill, for
the small athletic sub-committee --which had never been en-
larged— had become absorbed in certain other responsibilities.
Another phase of the study was the distribution of an
Adult Activities Study Questionnaire under the auspices of
the Council. This was formulated with the hope of ascertain-
ing more intimately the attitudes of the people toward their
community,- of gaining an approximation of their particular
leisure time interests, and in the last place as a method of

publicizing the efforts of the Council. The distribution, in-
terpretation, and collection of the questionnaire was carried
on by members of the Boy Scout troop; the writer felt that
in this way, the boys were provided an opportubity for becom-
ing acquainted with their community and in sharing in some of
its work, that the people would thus become aware of the ex-
istence of the local Boy Scout troop, and that the Troop
could execute the work more expediently in this short peridd
than could one worker.
The questionnaire was distributed at the final counting
to around 75% of the adult population. Eighty completed re-
turns were made. Inclement weather, the irksoraeness of a
long drawn out assignment for active boys, the newness of
this kind of work to the boys, and the attitudes of the people
—that this might cost them something, that "they couldn't be
bothered," and refusals tempered with the rememberances of a
past questionnaire which amounted to nothing— were important
in understanding this low return.
It is hertv indicated that because the number of question-
naires was so^ small, the returns have been used only to serve
as indications of attitudes. The sampling, although quite
representative from the age, sex, locality, and racial fac-
tors, is too small to be taken as a basis for drawing any
conclusions .^^
33 A sample of the schedule used is in the appendices.

. The diagram on the following page will make more clear
the development of the council, with its portrayal of estab-
lished committees and groups, as well as proposed develop-
ments.
Individuals were drawn into a specific sub- committee on
the basis of discovered interest. Each of these groups was
related to the entire organization through membership of its
chairman on the executive committee.
At this point it might be well to consider the guiding
principles to which the writer adhered in the project:
1. To abstain from doing anything which the people
themselves could do.
2. To withdraw gradually efforts in any area where there
could be assumption of responsibility by the people--
thus helping to encourage local leadership.
3. To take the direction for any action from the ex-
pressions of the people.
4. To adhere to the principles of democratic method in
all committee relationships.
5. To consider the methods used to be a valid part of
the ends in view.
6. To seek to draw in all factors and factions in the
community, guarding against any specific alignment.
The course of the Community Planning Council was hampered
by the paucity of leadership with which it was launched, while
the experiences of the community in the vatfious other civic
organizations set-up through the years —as noted in the pre-
vious chapter-- doubtlessly reflected a detrimental concept
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on the function and values of such an organization. This new
development would logically be thought of in terms of previous
efforts-- a local improvement or political action group, which
' would spend much time in just talking.
i
Added to this body of community experiences was the more
recent W.P.A. Adult Education program in which drama, chorus,
orchestra, and lecture groups were organized for the people.
Much of the active work was done by people from the outside.
In order that workers might retain their Jobs, it was not un-
known for them to induce people to come out to certain groups
on that personal basis.
Of the first people around which the Community Planning
I
Council was organized, the individuals were chiefly from two
1
I
organizations in the cominunity, thus the base of the organi-
zation was not sufficiently representative.
At the conclusion of the four months' period of study,
a report was made to the people who had had any connection
with the work,as well as to all organization heads in the com-
munity. In this, a summary of the work undertajjen, the prin-
ciples followed, and the problems involved were set forth.
Specific problems which were highlighted were:
1. C-etting the people in the community together,
2. Bringing the racial groups into a working relation-
ship.
3. 3-etting the various factions and organizations to
meet on common community ground for the betterment
of all.

The report was concluded with these words: "There is
utterly no use in attempting to continue a community planning
council dominated by a few organizations in the community, for
it will not by its very nature stay together for long, and
efforts so expended will be futile. "-^^
The project, through the mediim of the Council with its
developing sub-committees, took its direction from the five
immediate purposes set forth on page eight of the introduction
Steps certainly were taken along each of these lines. What
can be said to have been accomplished as an intangible and
j
relative matter, in the main. At the present time, another
j
student is continuing the community organization work. The
earlier findings and the building of foundations should facil*
itate the work in these next few months.
The sketch which is presented of the Community Planning
Council in this chapter is not made to indicate a procedure
which is either advisible or inadvisible to pursue in organi-
zing community effort. The brief delineation here set forth
is so drawn in order to bring out further the problems which
from first hand experience were added for the understanding of
the patterns of this community life.
3^ (Community Planning Council of G-ermantown, Report
of the Secretary), January 19^1, p. 5-
I
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CHAPTER IV
THE PATTERN OF COMMUNITY LIFE
The material In the foregolns chapters Is here gathered
and arranged Into a complete framework in order to present the
configuration of factors existant and impinging upon the pre-
sent community life.
1. Trends
Most noticeable of G-ermantown characteristics are the re-
actions of factionalism and petty jealousies --a tendency to-
I
ward divisiveness. This may be traced through several organ-
I
izations, beginning with the social clubs. From the Lieder-
cranz club it was noted that there broke away a group of men
who formed the Fidelia Musical and Educational Corporation, a
prototype of the former club. To-day, there still are traces
of antipathy between some men of one club toward the other
club. The remark by one club member that "the clubs were al-
I
ways at loggerheads with each other," seems most apt.
Then there was the Order of Sons of Harigari, a benevolent
association; fifty years ago a group seceded from this order
j
and established the order of the Sons of Herman. So, too,
! there is the Dedham Hunting and Fishing Club; a split in this
I club occurred and a second group, the 3-reater Boston Hunting
i and Fishing Association was formed. There is no rigid line of

mutual exclusiveness with regard to membership in any of these
club groups. As is true of the benevolent associations, so
of these organizations, the first organized meets at Lieder-
cranz Hall, while the latter meets at Fidelia Hall.
Another instance may be cited in the G-ermantown Citizens
Association, in which a division occurred. Those who broke
away felt that "the Citizens" were over- concerned with politi-
cal aspirations; thus a second group, the G-ermantown Civic
Association arose, as a non-political group established for
l| the good of the community. Both groups were carried on simu-
ltaneously. It has been indicated by several people in the
community that when one of these improvement organizations
would set out to accomplish some objective, like obtaining cer^
tain ear stops, or the erection of a new school building, the
other group would staunchly oppose the effort. For over
twenty- five years, efforts were made to obtain a playground
in G-ermantown; the Civic Association was able finally to put
this through. On instruction from the Park Commission, this
group prepared at the appropriate time for a proper dedication
of the playground. Complaints were presented by the Citizens
Association. To-day, sixteen years after the playgrounds
completion, no dedication has been held, because of the dead-
lock.
Following along with this fact6r of diviseness is the
short mortality of vigorous organizational life. In conver-

sation with community people there was often expressed by them
the feeling that no effort, such as the Community Planning
Council for instance, would last long. "People will rally
to a new interest, then they will drop out quickly, for the
people here don*t stick to anything for long," as one woman
expressed the sentiment for several commentators. Of the
recent W.P.A. Adult Recreation Project which was conducted in
the community from 1937-1939, one field worker from outside
the community commented that the people in G-ermantown ate up
a program in one year which most communities would pursue for
two or three years.
A third prominent factor is the dearth of actual leader-
ship. Recognition of this first came through the experiences
in the Community Planning Council, and the attempts to locate
leaders and sponsors for a girls' club and the Scout organiza-
tions. One of the ministers corroborates this when he men-
tions the difficulty which he has of getting people to assume
responsibility, particularly the women. For nearly thirty
years there has been one community minded man consistently
prominent in most of the community efforts and organizations.
He holds the place, commonly referred to as "church boss,** in
one of the churches; he is leader of the present Community
Planning Council effort; his financial relationships with
one of the Qlub Kails is such that he is the determiner of its
policies; he is organizer and secretary of one of the benevo-

lent benefit organization; he is the representative of the
community on several city boards. In a recent Boston Post
article on West Roxbury, this man is genially termed, "the I-fey-
or of G-ermantown." He is tireless in devoting his energies
to the comiminity; the community seems willing to have its
responsibilities borne for it. The focus of this all perva-
sive leadership chiefly revolves around raising money, stimu-
lating enthusiasm, getting up entertainments, and organizing
activities
.
Another noticeable trait within the community is the
social and geographical separation of the various races, par-
ticularly of the nordic and alpine stock— the G-ermans, from
the semetic culture of the Syrians. It is quite understand-
able that the German people who organized the old clubs, con-
tinue to think of their club as existing for their own racial
group solely. There is only one woman's club in the commun-
ity, yet it is to be noticed that there are no Syrian women
in its membership to-day, although it is a Federated club.
Unfamiliarity with the location of the streets and of the
people who live in the area is frequently noticed. The Boy
Scouts who distributed the questionnaires sent out by the
Council showed scant knowledge of street locations only a few
blocks removed from their own homes. One of the chief com-
munity needs, as expressed by several people back in the Fall
when the project was commencing was, "to know their neighbors.'
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Hart has said that "individuals live by fragments and
human life becomes a sort of mosaic patchwork instead of a
unified experience. "^^ Taking the area of group experiences
outside the home, it appears that the peof)les' organizational
life is a virtual patchwork of going hither and yon: church
in Dedham, Union in Boston, social club in V/est Roxbury , and
civic activity in G-ermantown, for example. This appears true
of that group of people who participate in group life. Using
the slight returns of the Activities Questionnaire with regard
to leisure time interests, as a mere indication here, it ap-
pears well established that many of the people have no outside
concerns beyond their family group. Of eighty answers re-
ceived the the question, ''Do you belong to any clubs, activi-
ties, or organizations?" twenty-three people replied, '•no."
Again, basing our citation on the Activities Questionnaire,
it would seem that people in G-ennantown are interested in the
general run of activities and hobbies. If these were graphi-
cally plotted, there would be fev; extremes and variations.
The men and a number of the women are zealously interested in
athletics; most of the women's special hobbies are sewing,
knitting, and other domestic arts. The term spectatoritis,
made common usage by J.B. Nash, is undoubtedly a typical com-
mentary applicable to the people of G-ermantown. In naming
their chief forms of recreation, people mentioned movies far
more frequently than any other diversion. Another inst^ce
35 Hart, o£. cit . . ^[xJu
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may be cited in the replies to the question: "In what clubs
or activities would you like to participate?**, 27 people chec-
ked "attending entertainments,** which was over 30^ higher than
any other item checked.
Another characteristic which seems important to touch
upon is the philosophy which seems to pervade the community.
It might be phrased: *'G-et everything you can: give as lit-
tle as you can." That certainly is a truism in many communi-
ties in this country to-day, G-ermantown had a good chance
to grow in this attitude throughout the not too distant ex-
periences of the W.P.A. Adult Recreation -Project. Indioationj
of this habit of go-getting are very discemable in thepro-
gram of the old G-ermantown Citizens Improvement Association,
mentioned in chapter two. Experiences of local canvassers
in the Red Cross and the Community Fund drives repeatedly have
been disappointing.
An important final impression of Cxermantown ways should
indicate that the inhabitants are priraarilly family folk.
They occupy single family dwellings, for the most part, with
I the exception of the two- family structures in which many of
the Syrian people live in the Heights section. As one walks
:
around the neighborhood he gains the single impression that
I
these people with their lovely, carefully tended flower gar-
1
dens take great pride and pleasure in their homes.
I
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2. Social Needs
In the Activities Questionnaire, to which reference has
been made previously, this question was asked: "What do you
consider is most needed in G-ermantown?" Inasmuch as the sam-
pling numbered only eighty returns, the answers can be taken
only ag indications of people's attitudes, it is repeated.
The following table indicates the cumulative findings.
TABLE III
INDICATIONS OF WHAT THE COMMUNITY
CONSIDERS TO BE THE NEEDS OF
GERMANTOWN
(as obtained from 80 answers to the)
Activities Questionnaire
No. of times
mentioned
Civic improvements, streets, lights, etc. 18
a Library in the community 19
No answer made to the question whatever 17
Better Transportation 10
Fire Protection
Post Office
Other singly or doubly mentioned suggestions 19
When talking with the people, one expression has commonly
been voiced— the desire to know one's neighbors better. Cer-
tain yoxmg married couples of the community voice the wish tliat
they might get together with young people as a "home owners
and up-keep class," is one suggestion. High School girls say.

"there is nothing to do here; we would so like to do things,
to have a place to meet, and to have a co-ed gtoup of our own.
The parents of young children venture the wish that there
could be a reading room or commmity building where their
children could drop in after school. On the questionnaire,
several women stated their feeling that there was need for
"an opportunity for the ladies to meet."
What opportunities are offered for the boys and girls?
The two social club buildings, because of the dispension of
liquor, are closed to minors, except on particular arrange-
ment. One of these Halls remains closed and entirely idle
until seven o'clock each evening. Each of the two small
churches conducts its own limited programs for its own members
The single school building in the 3-ermantown area closes when
school is over, with the two exceptions heretofore mentioned.
The present Boy Scout troop of twenty-five members meets
at the Samoset Canoe Club in Dedham; the small G-irl Scout
troop uses the Beethoven School facility. These constitute
the opportunities and facilities for the leisure time hours
of the youth of G-ermantown, with the addition of the Draper
playground. The whole world of group activity, experiences
in a child's development as important as his formal school
training, is practically lost to these children. Certain of
the parents, who did have such opportunities elsewhere in Bos-
ton, as they were growing up, sense the lack f6r youth here.

3» Conclusions
Life goes on In G-ermantovm : people live out their years;
groups organize, reorganize, separate, and disband. The peo-
ple are average Americans who work a lot, play a little, and
go on their quiet way. Whereas some communities are known
for certain characteristics or developments, 3-ermantown of
to-day, by the judgment of some of its people, is outstanding
in no way. The days of the cultural G-erman life with its
famous musical groups has passed, and the pendulum has swung
to wrestling, penny sales, and bowling.
The folk in this commimity, the writer would indicate,
are fine, wholesome, family- loving people. Their homes, gen-
erally speaking, are furnished with an eye to comfort rather
than to elegance. These are the kind of people who make up
the greatest part of the so-called middle class in America.
From this study, short as it was and with the limitation
previously pointed out, certain significant factors about the
community stood out:
1. There are few spokesmen for the community; whatever
developments do transpire emanate from the ideas
and plans of one or two individuals. Although the
leadership is limited, the size of the community is
increasing and bids fair to continue for some time.
While the population is said to be a shifting one,
the continuance of the several existing racial groups
seems to be a permanent factor at present.
2. Factors making for diviseness have seemed to per-
meate the entire social structure. 3-roup pressure
has often been experienced, but not "creative social
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action,** certain elements of which are discussed
by Ruth Kotinsky.3o There is little evidence of
any unified community experiences at the present;
there seems to be little or no attempt on the part
of any number of individuals to view the entire com-
munity as a whdile and to develop plans accordingly.
3. There is practically no utilization of the talents
and abilities of the majority of the people in the
area, and specifically in the direction of the en-
richment of the entire community.
4. There exists relatively little consciousness of a
"community need." It is recognized that before any
actively signifleant developments occur in a com-^
munity, there must arise a "consciousness of need.*
From the "^jppes of activities of the civic association
together with the kinds of needs most emphasized by
people on the questionnaire, it appears that con-
crete public improvements are themost urgently felt
lacks in the 3-ermantown community by its people.
5. Community life seems to be taking the laissey-faire
way of resting and drifting along. In the realm of
their group life, informal education, civic and soc-
ial responsibilities, there is no glan or much evi-
dent initiative. Perhaps the school teachers, the
ministers, the social club leaders, and those people
from outside who have been giving their time to help
the community in various ways, could profitably sit
down together to explore Jointly the responsibilitie
of one another to see where each fits in, in order t
that plan and purpose might be at the center of ali
their efforts. They might experience the thrill
of seeing the outcome of their combined efforts:
"separate lives Joined together in community.'*
36 Ruth Kotinsky, Adult Education and the Social
Scene (New York and London: D. AiDDleton-Centurv. 193^).
pp. 112-144.
37 Eduard C. Lindeman, The Community, An Introduction
to The Study of Community Leadership
,
(New York: Associa-
tion Press, 1921), Chapter IX; cf. also the ten steps
suggested there.
1
J

Life can continue in 3-ermantown with little utilization
of personal resources, little development of a sense of com-
munity, and no long term vision of social planning. Divisive
factors, cultural conceit, and ingrovm pettiness can continue
to work like leaven to produce disorganization and an inert
community life. This unripened or over-ripened environment
will then be expected to nurture individuals with like capaci-
ties and characteristics.
It is not the American way
—
Just to drift, nor to let our
delegation of powers become such an autom^c thing from the top
down that even in our daily intimate problems we let the next
fellow make our decisions for us. G-ermantown is not unique
in many of its social patterns; there are other communities
within the knowledge of most people which are Just drifting
along. It is an established sociological fact that social
organizations degenerate to a low point before regenerative
factors set in. How long is this wasteful, aimless, lethar-
gic state to continue? The answer to this question in each
specific community is bound up in a tremendous number of fac-
tors and cannot be gainsaid at a moments notice.
It seems pertinent to point out that Germantown has been
a very cohesive community, that at the present time It is mar^
ked by diwisiveness and a very slight degree of self-conscious
ness, and that the next sequence should be marked by constru-
ction and growing solidarity. There seem to be at least five
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ways through which such construction might commence:
1. As a result of a crisis, or a cataclysmic event.
("The social change that follows a crisis does
not of course always mean progress," 58)
2. Through a knowledge of the developments in another
community.
3. By the revelation of a glaring evil or problem in
the particular community.
4. Through the findings of a local study.
5. Through a specific demonstration project.
Who is to set the wheels in motion is a real question at
the outset, and one which this thesis does not attempt to ans-
wer. It may be a lay group which has much social awareness
in the community; it might be that the impetus would be giv-
en from a professional ^roup; a professional worker might be
brought in to assist in the specific task; or, a combination
of all of these might begin to develop a community need con-
sciousness.
In reiteration, this project represented a two-fold
attempt: in the first place, to establish the facts of the
community situation; and secondly, to launch a limited demon-
stration project.
The facts together with a growing understanding of the
community situation, provided not only a background during the
J8 Steiner, og. cit, p. 77

project, but have served to give the next worker, who came
into the field two and a half months after the writer's p«rriod
was over, basic information which permitted an immediate beg-
inning. Particular avenues had been opened and thecomraunity
idea so broached, that the second worker was able to commence
working with individ%iis who had not become concerned with the
initial efforts.
The effects of the demonstration can not be seen clearly
at this point. It would be premature to make any predictions
with regard to the Council or with regard to the commimity
idea w^ith which this project concerned. However, it is cer-
tain that several individuals have caught a certain under-
standing of the significance of such a community effort, and
that they have become more aware of the particular malady of
their own community. It seems to the writer that the community
situation is nearly ready to have some such effort as the
Conncil endeavor take hold of thelcommunity. The philosophy,
method, and purpose of this community movement, exemplified in
the Council program may survive to provide a body of basic
experience for those coming leaders iiho will continue the
guiding of the community life.
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APPENDICES
1. Definitions
For the purpose of clarifying certain terms and ideas to
which allusions were made in the body of the thesis, certain
ones of these are here treated more fully.
Community: *The community, which is an a,a;5^recqate of fam-
ilies, is the vital unit of society in which
the individual secures his education, receives
his standards of health and morality, express-
es his recreational tendencies and labors to
earn his share of worldly good.*39
The Purpose of Community Orfi;anization
:
"The aim of community organization is to de-
velop relationships between groups and indivi-
duals that will enable them to act together
in creating and maintaining facilities and
agencies through which they may realize their
highest values in the common welfare of all
members of the community."^
Participation
:
"The intensity, range, and nature of the in-
dividual contacts with his fellowmen, we may
call participation: family, play, church. "'^'^
Process
:
"Continuous change taking place in a definite
manner through the operation of forces present
from the first within the situation.
The use of the terms democracy or the democratic pro-
cess imply that all actions and develnnments shall be the
result of group thought and conclusion, not the result of
inspired or informed dictating.
39 Lindeman, o£. cit. p. 9.
40 Dwight Sanderson and Robert Poison, Rural Commun-
ity Organization
, (New York: John Wilev and Sons. Inc..
1939), p. 7. (Taken from A 9*iide to Community Coordin-
ation. )
41 Kimball Young, An Introductory Sociology , (New
York, Cincinnati: American Book Company, 193^), Chap. I.
42 Maclver, og. cit.
,
p. 400.
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AN ACTIVITIES STUDY OF GERfjIANTOWN
by; The Cowiunity Planning Council of Germantown
Pleo.se check in the proper spaces the correct information:
Nair.e > <- ,
Age group: 17-21 ; 22-40 ; <li-55 ; 56-65 ; over 65
Sex <>; Married ..>.>...; Employed Occupation
Racial background .»»jc-,.>»; No. of years in Germantown
1. Would you like to share in some service for your community? •»•••..•...
2. What do you consider is most needed in Germantown?
3. What are your chief forms of recreation?
4. Do you belong to any clubs, activities or organizations? Yes ••••• No
If so, check below; be specific j and mention where located.
Church ••• ;
Fraternal orders , >.•••...<-.•><...* • ; ...•.*....«...
Athletic clubs ...»....».....«.•>•.;
Neighborhood groups e
Social clubs «.••....... .r.; ••••.••.••...<»
Trade Uni ons » r .r>..;
Special interest groups • • •
Others •••• • • •••«.•*•.• ; •
5. Do you feel there is need for more activities in Germantown? .... If so what?
In what clubs or activities would you like to participate? Checki
A. Neighborhood parties
B. Service organizations
C, Civic Betterment Association ••••
D, Attending entertainments
E« Taking part in Informal Discussions ,.
F, Learning to do Arts and Crafts
G, Playing in a Band or Orchestra ,,,
H, Taking part in Drama Productions ..........
I, Participating in Athletics .....«.••• which?
J. Singing in a Chorus •••••
K. Dancing parties •
L, Others
7. Y'lhat experience or training have you had in specific work?
8. V^at are your Special Hobbies?
9. IVhat is your Favorite Radio Program? •••.•••..««•••••
10. Ifhat Newspaper do you read? •
11. V/hat would you say is most outstanding in Germantown?
12, Name out^standing persons in Germantown with whom you vrauld like to be associated
in community activities: ..*.......«.•...., ..•.•.••..•...*...
4
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